IMMINENT
FUTURE OF FOOD
2019

GOING BEYOND THE
REGULAR TRENDS REPORTS
TO DRAW BACK THE
CURTAIN ON WHAT YOU’LL
BE EATING SHORTLY

This is the second Imminent Futures Food Report and,
as with our first report, it is differentiated from other
‘trends’ reports by steadfastly refusing to comment on
existing patterns and identifying the smallest of seeds
being sown that suggest a distinct, interesting and
evolution in culinary, cultural and behavioural terms.
This approach reflects a wider strategy that drives
Bompas & Parr’s wider projects – it’s one that attracts
commercial partners, government agencies and artistic
collaborators as it leverages the studio’s capacity to
consider and develop nascent ideas before they have
already reached critical mass. Our work regularly brings
us into contact with scientists, biologists, technologists,
artists and other disciplines who work at the cutting edge.
Just like last year’s report, which focused on fasting as a
health trend; an expansion of African culinary culture; diets
designed to enhance sleep; mixed reality dining companions
and other predictions, we will be monitoring the months
and years ahead for signs of wider adoption of these and
our 2019 trends.

A report that goes deeper

PREDICTION 1

Talk about Mouthfeel
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Talk about Mouthfeel
No ancient civilisation (save for the Egyptians) had a word for blue
before pigments were discovered and used for art. Blue subsequently
became the most sought after and valuable colour in the realm of
visual culture.
A similar frontier for exploration, articulation and understanding is
unfolding for the Western world in terms of ‘mouthfeel’: the way
food or drink feels in your mouth, how we describe it, and the food
and drink that aligns to points along its spectrum. There is a vast
chasm between Western vocabulary and Asian.
Japanese, for example, contains over 400 words to describe the
texture of food, while English only contains around 70 words.
As enjoyment and understanding is predicated on articulating
sensation, if we can learn more textural food words, our discernment
and appreciation of what is on the end of our forks will increase.

This will not be the first time that Asian language, and gustatory
insight has radically reshaped the way that we apprehend food in the
West. Umami, ‘the fifth taste’ was first identified by Japanese chemist
Kikunae Ikeda in 1908, though it wasn’t until 1985 that the
term umami was recognised as a scientific term to describe the
distinct taste of glutamates and nucleotides at the first Umami
International Symposium in Hawaii. Over the last two decades it has
had a significant impact on our collective approach to eating.
2019 is anticipated to bring a similar revolution in western textural
connoisseurship.
Taste the bristles, savour the slime!
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Let’s get Crispr’d
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Let’s get Crispr’d
Crispr, the controversial gene-editing technique, offers the possibility
of unfettered creativity in food. Crispr, for the uninitiated, refers to
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats and is a
technique of editing the genomes of bacteria.

Now, for in 2019, Bompas & Parr will go one step beyond to create
GM dishes that looks to the future of food and your culinary utopia
and we shall also look to collaborate with a scientific partner to bring
crispr’d food to life.

Crispr as a technique has democratised the cost of genetically
modified food. It allows for the ready manipulation of foodstuffs to
enhance yield, hardiness and resistance to disease and pests. Could it
also be used to create impossible and previously unimagined foods?

On the menu, we see the ability to taste impossible food from
extinct animals (mammoth steak, anyone?) and foods that integrate
aromas and flavours only otherwise added manually (truffle-flavoured
potatoes or pre-seasoned vegetables, for example).

At Bompas & Parr we are revved-up about exploring possible
crispr’d food in the most spectacular way possible; through transgenic
glowing food – we’ve previously created the world’s first glow-in-thedark jellies and ice-creams by using UV reactive food-safe ingredients
and deployed the enzymes that make jellyfish and fireflies glow,
creating bioluminescent drinks and sauces. These can be seen at our
glow-in-the-dar k restaur ant opening in Atlanta in
January Nakamura.ke in collaboration with avante-garde design
studio Zoo as Zoo and creative agency Dashboard.
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‘Tis the Season
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‘Tis the Season
Once, pepper was known as black gold, such was its value. Today, it is
ubiquitous, and for good reason. Salt has been through something of
a taste evolution, and different types, colours and flavours are on
offer. But let’s face it, seasoning has hardly changed over the centuries
and these workhorses of the seasoning world have become
contemptuous victims of familiarity.

And there’s room for a bit of crazy too. Expect the likes of ant
powder to be found where you would normally find acids such as
lemon juice or vinegar; rendered animal fats in place of oils in sauces
and dressings; and dried residues of evaporated cooking water for
powdered flavours that can be used in place of salt.
It’s time to shake up seasonings!

It’s time that changed. And we don’t have to go mad. Because hidden
within our stock cupboards are a cornucopia of flavours that can be
used to supplement our traditional use of salt and pepper grinders:
swap out in favour of nutmeg, mace, coriander seed, grains of
paradise and more to reinject the spice of life.
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Coffee Metrics
Caffeine is the most widely used psychoactive drug on the planet.
Almost every culture has some sort of relationship with the stimulant,
seen by some as the goad to civilisation itself.
Caffeine volumes in any specified portion have been shown to vary
considerably. Analysis of the same volume of espresso coffee from 20
shops by Glasgow University’s faculty of medicine found that one was
over six times as strong as another. This is important as the Food
Standards Agency (FSA) advises that excessive caffeine can result in
miscarriage or low birth weight.
Your susceptibility to caffeine also varies dramatically day by day
depending on bodyweight, genetics and diet – smoking can almost
double the speed at which you metabolise caffeine while grapefruit
consumption can significantly prolong the duration of the drug’s effect.

For every other legal stimulant in the UK, nicotine and alcohol, the
volumes of the active ingredients are demarcated on the packaging.
You can now clearly see the ingredients and volumes of calories, fats,
salts and suchlike in the food products you buy.
For 2019 we are advocating a greater understanding of the impact of
caffeine and clearer labelling. Get the fix that’s right for you!
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It’s Tiki, but not as we know it
Tiki as a cocktail phenomenon has of course existed from the prewar period and enjoyed various periods of waxing and waning as
generations of consumers discover, embrace and then tire of its
appeal.

Along with that, we think tiki drinks could do a lot more for the
category, and deserve more authentic South Seas-derived tiki
ingredients than the more generic ‘exotic’ ingredients typically called
for.

At Bompas & Parr we have always loved the free range tiki offers in
terms of its anything-goes recipes and general culture – it makes its
own rules. Hollowed-out pineapples? Check. Flaming volcano bowls?
Love it. Six types of rum in one drink? We’re there.

Amid a wider appetite for escapism and faux fantasy that has
signalled something of a return for more overt themed bars and
restaurants, it’s time for tiki to take back its crown of themed venues
and appeal to 21st century consumers who are already enthusiastic
for ultra-patterned décor, flowers and organically decorated venues.

But there’s something we’re not in love with. And it’s the disconnect
between the very joy of tiki culture, its beach lifestyle, and the dull,
brown hue that most tiki bars manifest. We think it’s about time they
got a bit of modern love – and that’s coming in the shape of a radical
neon-influenced colour-palate.

So here goes for a renewed and repurposed view of tiki. We’re
bringing this to life in Lost Lagoon, a project with Captain Morgan.

TREND SNAPSHOTS

Trend Snapshots
Tech Too

Canapés: The Return

Beyond Vegan

Molecular’ as a trend may now seem terribly 1990s
but 2019 is set to be the year when technology
becomes more closely integrated in the food we eat,
in the ways we prepare and serve it, to the extent
that it is impossible to distinguish. Expect to see
functional food executed with presentational panache:
iron extracted from mineral-rich foods will be used
to create wonders such as magnetic meringues and
cooking sauces that respond, move and can be
shaped to electronic specification. Holograms will be
projected on to and into transparent food and drink
such as jellies and cocktails to render them as digital
platforms in their own right. And projections will also
subliminally influence us and trick our brains into
eating better, smaller or bigger than we are, and in a
way that traditional portion control hasn’t really
worked, lending a health and fitness functionality too.

Canapés enjoyed their last renaissance as the world
evolved from the austerity of WWII rationing in
parallel to the proliferation of domestic culinary
appliances that facilitated fashionable hospitality in
the home. However, lazy years of stodgy, wrinkly and
decidedly questionable cocktail sausages, vol-au-vents
and mini quiche Lorraine relegated the canapé to a
perfunctory offering devoid of taste, cheer and
nutrition. For 2019, we’re happy to say they are
restored to their tiny throne and we should expect
to see a resurgence in miniature miracles that
encompass the leading food trends in just one bite –
a skill of balancing flavour that is arguably more
intricate than full-size dishes.

What is the least environmentally exploitative
culinary concept? Less invasive than veganism even?
We think it’s a question of looking closer to home to
exploit the waste products of humankind. We all saw
Matt Damon, in Mars, grow potatoes in earth formed
from his own faecal matter, and we’ve previously
seen breast milk ice cream and cheese made from
the bacteria found on human skin. Our own
experiments have seen us flavour beer with bacteria
and detritus from the back of Roald Dahl’s writing
chair. While these may have previously been seen as
distasteful, 2019 is the year when these, and other
yet-to-come human-borne culinary curiosities, will
become socially acceptable. Bon Appetit.

This sort of report is increasingly relevant. The speed of
the food cycle is increasing exponentially. Regular trends
reports may have more qualitative and quantitative data,
but by the time they are published, the trend is probably
over. You certainly won’t gain much traction from it,
should you explore your own variant. While the glitter
cappuccinos of two weeks ago may make the write-up,
those wishing to appear innovative should steer away –
any subsequent version will look derivative.
Instead, we hope this report serves to inspire others to
some original thought that interpret these findings and
predictions in their own way – that it becomes a goad to
creativity in its own right and can help shape the zeitgeist
in a more meaningful way rather than being more simply
a journal of record.
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